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Knitting Needs
Black Hills Corilana natural coloured dye free 100% wool

Ebony - 25g : Silver - 25g : Hurunui - 25g :
Waitohi - 25g : Slate - 25g : Ivory - 25g :
Medbury - 25g
(Yarn amounts given are approximate and are based on average requirements.)
1 pair 4.50mm knitting needles or a circular needle 4.50mm
Crochet hook 3.00mm or 3.50mm
Experience Level

The Hottie is knitted as a tube and sewn up at the bottom. If you prefer not to use a
circular needle use a pair of needles. Instructions are given for both.
The Hottie should be quite close fitting to keep the bottle warm for as long as possible.

INSTRUCTIONS
Circular Needle Cast on
Starting with Ebony cast on 78 sts closing the circle at the and of the row to make the
round.
Pair of Needles Cast on
Starting with Ebony cast on 80 sts.
Both needle types
Now work in double rib (K2, P2) for 14 rows.
Then continue in double rib for 14 rows in each colour as follows:
Hurunui
Slate
Medbury
Silver
Waitohi
Ivory
Ivory
Cast off loosely in rib
MAKE UP
If using circular needles sew up the bottom using a back stitch seam and turn out.
If using a pair of needles sew up at the back with a mattress or flat seam, put this seam to
the middle back and then sew up across the bottom with a back stitch seam and turn out.
Using a 3.00mm or 3.5mm crochet hook make a chain cord approximately 50cm long.
Thread through between Ivory and Waitohi sections starting at middle front and ending in
same hole.
Put cover over bottle and pull up cord at neck.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS


Black Hills wool should be carefully hand washed in warm water, rinsed in a small amount
of fabric conditioner, rolled in a towel (or spun very gently in a washing machine) to
remove the excess water and dried flat, to bring out the softness in the finished garment.
This washing can be done before stitching up a garment or after the garment is completed.
It is recommended that the work is pressed gently into shape with a slightly damp cloth.
Do not stretch as this will pull the work out of shape.
Hats, mitts and scarves should not be pressed.
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